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Abstract

Anti-unification aims at computing generalizations for given terms,
retaining their common structure and abstracting differences by vari-
ables. We study anti-unification for full fuzzy signatures, where the
notion of common structure is relaxed into a “proximal” one with re-
spect to a given proximity relation. Mismatches between both symbol
names and their arities are permitted. We develop algorithms for dif-
ferent cases of the problem and study their properties.

1 Introduction

Generalization problems play an important role in various areas of mathe-
matics, computer science, and artificial intelligence. They are closely related
to detecting similarities between different objects and to learning general
structures from concrete instances. Anti-unification [9, 10] is a logic-based
method for computing generalizations, with a wide range of applications,
see, e.g., software analysis [4, 8] or natural language processing [2, 5] for
some recent examples.

Extending anti-unification techniques from a crisp to a fuzzy setting is
interesting from a pragmatic point of view because of its application poten-
tial. For instance, software code clone detection, indexing (noisy) structures,
or developing chatbots would benefit from them. It is also a theoretically
interesting and challenging task, since the existing crisp techniques do not
directly extend to fuzzy generalizations. Investigations to this direction have
been started only recently. In [1], the authors proposed an anti-unification
algorithm for fuzzy similarity (reflexive, symmetric, min-transitive) rela-
tions, where mismatches are allowed not only in symbol names, but also in
their arities (full fuzzy signatures). The algorithm from [7] is designed for
fuzzy proximity (i.e., reflexive and symmetric) relations with mismatches in
symbol names.
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In this paper, we study the fuzzy anti-unification problem in a more gen-
eral setting. The considered relations are proximity relations. Mismatches
are allowed both in symbol names and their arities. In the latter case,
we consider four different variants of relating arguments between different
proximal symbols: unrestricted relations / functions, and correspondence
(i.e. left- and right-total) relations / functions. We design the correspond-
ing algorithms, study their properties, and show how to obtain the existing
fuzzy anti-unification problems as special cases of our problems.

2 Preliminaries

Proximity relations

We define the basic notions about proximity relations according to [6]. Given
a set S, a mapping from S × S to the real interval [0, 1] is called a binary
fuzzy relation on S. By fixing a number λ, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, we can define the
crisp counterpart of R, named the λ-cut of R on S, as Rλ := {(s1, s2) |
R(s1, s1) ≥ λ}. We take the minimum as the T-norm ∧. A proximity
relation on a set S is a reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relation R on S.

Terms and substitutions

We consider a first-order alphabet consisting of a set of fixed arity function
symbols F and a set of variables V, which includes a special symbol (the
anonymous variable). The set of non-anonymous variables V \{ } is denoted
by V−. When the set of variables is not explicitly specified, we mean V.

The set of terms T (F ,V) over F and V is defined in the standard way:
t ∈ T (F ,V) iff t is defined by the grammar t := x | f(t1, . . . , tn), where
x ∈ V and f ∈ F is an n-ary function symbol with n ≥ 0. Terms over
T (F ,V−) are defined similarly except that all variables are taken from V−.

We denote arbitrary function symbols by f, g, h, constants by a, b, c,
variables by x, y, z, v, and terms by s, t, r. The head of a term is defined as
head(x) := x and head(f(t1, . . . , tn)) := f . For a term t, we denote with V(t)
(resp. by V−(t)) the set of all variables (resp. all non-anonymous variables)
appearing in t.

The deanonymization operation deanon replaces each occurrence of the
anonymous variable in a term by a fresh variable. For instance, we have
deanon(f( , x, g( ))) = f(y′, x, g(y′′))), where y′ and y′′ are fresh. Hence,
deanon(t) ∈ T (F ,V−) is unique up to variable renaming for all t ∈ T (F ,V).

The notions of term depth and a position in a term are defined in the
standard way, see, e.g. [3]. By t|p we denote the subterm of t at po-
sition p. For instance, f(a, g( , x))|ǫ = f(a, g( , x)), f(a, g( , x))|1 = a,
f(a, g( , x))|2 = g( , x), f(a, g( , x))|2.1 = , and f(a, g( , x))|2.2 = x. We
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denote by t[s]p a term that is obtained from t by replacing the subterm at
position p by the term s.

A substitution is a mapping from V− to T (F ,V−) (i.e., without anony-
mous variables), which is the identity almost everywhere. We use the Greek
letters σ, ϑ, ϕ to denote substitutions, except for the identity substitution
which is written as Id . We represent substitutions with the usual set no-
tation: σ is represented as {x 7→ σ(x) | x 6= σ(x)}. The restriction of a
substitution σ on a set of (non-anonymous) variables V , denoted by σ|V ,
is the substitution defined as σ|V (x) = σ(x) when x ∈ V and σ|V (x) = x
otherwise.

Application of a substitution σ to a term t, denoted by tσ, is defined
as σ := , xσ := σ(x) and f(t1, . . . , tn)σ := f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ). Substitution
composition is defined as a composition of mappings, and we write σϑ for the
composition of σ with ϑ. The operation is associative but not commutative.

Argument relations and mappings

Given two sets N = {1, . . . , n} and M = {1, . . . ,m}, a binary argument
relation over N × M is a (possibly empty) subset of N × M . We denote
argument relations by ρ.

An argument mapping is an argument relation that is an injective func-
tion. That implies that an argument mapping π from N = {1, . . . , n} to
M = {1, . . . ,m} is a function π : In 7→ Im, where In ⊆ N , Im ⊆ M and
|In| = |Im|. Note that it can be also the empty mapping: π : ∅ 7→ ∅. Usu-
ally, for π : In 7→ Im we write π = {i 7→ π(i) | i ∈ In}. The inverse of an
argument mapping is again an argument mapping.

Given a proximity relation R over F , we assume that for any pair of
function symbols f and g with R(f, g) = α > 0, where f is n-ary and g
is m-ary, there is an argument relation ρ over {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . ,m}. We
use the notation f ∼ρ

R,α g. Note that ρ is the empty relation if f or g is a

constant, and the identity relation if f = g. Moreover, f ∼ρ
R,α g iff g ∼ρ−1

R,α f ,

where ρ−1 is the inverse of ρ.
An argument relation ρ ⊆ N ×M is (i) left-total if for all i ∈ N there

exists j ∈ M such that (i, j) ∈ ρ; (ii) right-total if for all j ∈ M there exists
i ∈ N such that (i, j) ∈ ρ. Correspondence relations are those that are both
left- and right-total.

Proximity relations over terms

Each proximity relation R in this paper is defined on F ∪ V such that
R(f, x) = 0 for all f ∈ F and x ∈ V, and R(x, y) = 0 for all x 6= y, x, y ∈ V.
We assume that R is strict : for all w1, w2 ∈ F ∪ V, if R(w1, w2) = 1,
then w1 = w2. Yet another assumption is that for each f ∈ F , its (R, λ)-
proximity class {g | R(f, g) ≥ λ} is finite for any R and λ.
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We extend such an R to terms from T (F ,V) as follows:

(a) R(t, s) := 0 if R(head(s), head(t)) = 0;

(b) R(t, s) := 1 if t = s and t, s ∈ V;

(c) R(t, s) := R(f, g) ∧ R(ti1 , sj1) ∧ · · · ∧ R(tik , sjk), if t = f(t1, . . . , tn),
s = g(s1, . . . , sm), f ∼ρ

R,λ g, and ρ = {(i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk)}.

If R(t, s) ≥ λ, we write t ≃R,λ s. When λ = 1, the relation ≃R,λ does
not depend on R due to strictness of the latter and is just the syntactic
equality =.

Anti-unification problems, generalizations

Given R and λ, a term r is an (R, λ)-generalization of (alternatively, (R, λ)-
more general than) a term t, written as r -R,λ t, if there exists a substitution
σ such that deanon(r)σ ≃R,λ deanon(t). The strict part of -R,λ is denoted
by ≺R,λ, i.e., r ≺R,λ t if r -R,λ t and not t -R,λ r.

Example 1. Given a proximity relation R, a cut value λ = 0.3, constants
a ∼∅

R,0.4 b and b ∼∅
R,0.5 c, binary function symbols f and h, and a unary

function symbol g such that h ∼{(1,1),(1,2)}
R,0.5 f and h ∼{(1,1)}

R,0.6 g, we have

• h(x, ) -R,λ h(a, x), because h(x, x′){x 7→ a, x′ 7→ x} = h(a, x) ≃R,λ

h(a, x).

• h(x, ) -R,λ h( , x), because h(x, x′){x 7→ y′, x′ 7→ x} ≃R,λ h(y′, x).

• h(x, x) 6-R,λ h( , x), because h(x, x) 6-R,λ h(y′, x).

• h(x, ) -R,λ f(a, c), because h(x, x′){x 7→ b} = h(b, x′) ≃R,λ f(a, c),
since R(h(b, x′), f(a, c)) = 0.4.

• h(x, ) -R,λ g(c), because h(x, x′){x 7→ c} = h(c, x′) ≃R,λ g(c), since
R(h(c, x′), g(c)) = 0.6.

The notion of syntactic generalization of a term is a special case of (R, λ)-
generalization for λ = 1. We write r - t to indicate that r is a syntactic
generalization of t. Its strict part is denoted by ≺.

Since R is strict, r - t is equivalent to deanon(r)σ = deanon(t) for some
σ (note the syntactic equality here).

Theorem 1. If r - t and t -R,λ s, then r -R,λ s.

Proof. r - t implies deanon(r)σ = deanon(t) for some σ, while from t -R,λ s
we have deanon(t)ϑ ≃R,λ deanon(s) for some ϑ. Then deanon(r)σϑ ≃R,λ

deanon(s), which implies r -R,λ s.
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Note that r -R,λ t and t -R,λ s, in general, do not imply r -R,λ s due to
non-transitivity of ≃R,λ. A simple counterexample: a -R,0.3 b, b -R,0.3 c,
but not a -R,0.3 c.

Definition 1 (Minimal complete set of (R, λ)-generalizations). Given R,
λ, t1, and t2, a set of terms T is a complete set of (R, λ)-generalizations of
t1 and t2 if

(a) every r ∈ T is an (R, λ)-generalization of t1 and t2,

(b) if r′ is an (R, λ)-generalization of t1 and t2, then there exists r ∈ T
such that r′ - r (note that we use syntactic generalization here).

In addition, T is minimal, if it satisfies the following property:

(c) if r, r′ ∈ T , r 6= r′, then neither r ≺R,λ r′ nor r′ ≺R,λ r.

A minimal complete set of (R, λ)-generalizations ((R, λ)-mcsg) of two terms
is unique modulo variable renaming. The elements of the (R, λ)-mcsg of
t1 and t2 are called least general (R, λ)-generalizations ((R, λ)-lggs) of t1
and t2.

This definition directly extends to generalizations of finitely many terms.

The problem of computing an (R, λ)-generalization of terms t and s is
called the (R, λ)-anti-unification problem of t and s. It is dual to unification,
where one aims at computing a most general (R, λ)-unifier (i.e., a substi-
tution) of the given terms. In anti-unification, the goal is to compute their
least general (R, λ)-generalization (i.e., a term).

Ideally, the precise formulation of anti-unification problem would be the
following: Given R, λ, t1 and t2, find an (R, λ)-lgg r of t1 and t2, some
substitutions σ1 and σ2, and the approximation degrees α1 and α2 such that
R(rσ1, t) = α1 and R(rσ2, s) = α2. A minimal and complete algorithm to
solve this problem would compute exactly the elements of (R, λ)-mcsg of
t and s together with their approximation degrees. However, as we see
below, it is problematic to solve the problem in this form. Therefore, we
will consider a slightly modified variant, taking into account anonymous
variables in generalizations and relaxing bounds on approximation degrees.

3 Generalization problems

We assume that terms to be generalized are ground. It is not a restriction
because we can treat variables in them as constants that are close only to
themselves.

Recall that the proximity class of any alphabet symbol is finite. Also,
the symbols are related to each other by finitely many argument relations.
One may think that it leads to finite proximity classes of terms, but this
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is not the case. Consider, e.g., R and λ, where h ≃{(1,1)}
R,λ f with binary h

and unary f . Then the (R, λ)-proximity class of f(a) is infinite: {f(a)} ∪
{h(a, t) | t ∈ T (F ,V)}. Also, the (R, λ)-mcsg for f(a) and f(b) is infinite:
{f(x)} ∪ {h(x, t) | t ∈ T (F , ∅)}.

Definition 2. Given the terms t1, . . . , tn, n ≥ 1, a position p in a term
r is called irrelevant for (R, λ)-generalizing (resp. for (R, λ)-proximity to)
t1, . . . , tn if r[s]p -R,λ ti (resp. r[s]p ≃R,λ ti) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and for any
term s.

We say that r is a relevant (R, λ)-generalization (resp. relevant (R, λ)-
proximal term) of t1, . . . , tn if r|p = for any position p in r that is irrele-
vant for generalizing (resp. for proximity to) t1, . . . , tn. The (R, λ)-relevant
proximity class of t is

rpcR,λ(t) := {s | s is a relevant (R, λ)-proximal term of t}.

In the example above, position 2 in h(x, t) is irrelevant for generalizing
f(a) and f(b), and h(x, ) is one of their relevant generalizations. Note that
f(x) is also a relevant generalization of f(a) and f(b), since it contains no
irrelevant positions. More general generalizations like, e.g., x, are relevant
as well. Similarly, position 2 in h(a, t) is irrelevant for proximity to f(a)
and rpcR,λ(f(a)) = {f(a), h(a, )}. Generally, rpcR,λ(t) is finite for any t
due to the finiteness of proximity classes of symbols and argument relations
mentioned above.

Definition 3 (Minimal complete set of relevant (R, λ)-generalizations).
Given R, λ, t1, and t2, a set of terms T is a complete set of relevant
(R, λ)-generalizations of t1 and t2 if

(a) every element of T is a relevant (R, λ)-generalization of t1 and t2, and

(b) if r is a relevant (R, λ)-generalization of t1 and t2, then there exists
r′ ∈ T such that r - r′.

The minimality property is defined as in Definition 1.

This definition directly extends to relevant generalizations of finitely
many terms. We use (R, λ)-mcsrg as an abbreviation for minimal com-
plete set of relevant (R, λ)-generalization. Like relevant proximity classes,
mcsrg’s are also finite.

Lemma 1. For given R and λ, if all argument relations are correspondence
relations, then (R, λ)-mcsg’s and (R, λ)-proximity classes for all terms are
finite.

Proof. Under correspondence relations no term contains an irrelevant posi-
tion for generalization or for proximity.
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Hence, for correspondence relations the notions of mcsg and mcsrg coin-
cide, as well as the notions of proximity class and relevant proximity class.

Definition 4 (Consistent set of terms). A set of terms T is (R, λ)-consistent
if
⋂

t∈T rpcR,λ(t) 6= ∅.
For a term r, we define its linearized version lin(r) as a term obtained

from r by replacing each occurrence of a non-anonymous variable in r by a
fresh one. Linearized versions of terms are unique modulo variable renaming.
For instance, lin(f(x, , g(y, x, a), b)) = f(x′, , g(y′, x′′, a), b), where x′, x′′,
and y′ are fresh variables.

Definition 5 (Linear generalization degree). For two terms r and t such
that r -R,λ t, the linear (R, λ)-generalization degree lgdR,λ(r, t) is the small-
est number α ∈ (0, 1] such that λ ≤ R(lin(r)σ, t) ≤ α for any substitution σ.

Example 2. Let R(a, b) = 0.6, R(b, c) = 0.7, and λ = 0.5. Then we have
lgdR,λ(f(x, b), f(a, c)) = 0.7 and lgdR,λ(f(x, x), f(a, c)) = lgdR,λ(f(x, y),
f(a, c)) = 1.

It is not difficult to see that if σ is a substitution such that sσ ≃R,λ t,
then R(sσ, t) ≤ lgdR,λ(s, t). In Example 2, for σ = {x 7→ b} we have
R(f(x, x)σ, f(a, c)) = R(f(b, b), f(a, c)) = 0.6 < lgdR,λ(f(x, x), f(a, c)) =
1.

Given r �R,λ t, we can compute lgdR,λ(r, t) as follows:

• If r is a variable, then lgdR,λ(r, t) = 1.

• Otherwise, if head(r) ∼ρ
R,β head(t), then

lgdR,λ(r, t) = β ∧
∧

(i,j)∈ρ
lgdR,λ(r|i, t|j).

Now we can reformulate anti-unification problem that will be solved in
the remaining part of the paper.

Given: a proximity relation R, a cut value λ, and the ground terms
t1, . . . , tn, n ≥ 2.

Find: a set S of tuples (r, σ1, . . . , σn,α1, . . . ,αn) such that

• {r | (r, . . .) ∈ S} is a minimal complete set of relevant (R, λ)-generali-
zations of t1, . . . , tn,

• rσi ≃R,λ ti and αi = lgdR,λ(r, ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for each (r, σ1, . . . , σn,
α1, . . . ,αn) ∈ S.

(Note that when n = 1, this is a problem of computing a relevant prox-
imity class of a term.) Below we solve the anti-unification problem for four
versions of argument relations:
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1. the most general (unrestricted) case; see algorithm A1 below, the com-
puted set of generalizations is an mcsrg;

2. correspondence relations: using the same algorithm A1, the computed
set of generalizations is an mcsg;

3. argument mappings: using a dedicated algorithm A2, the computed
set of generalizations is an mcsrg;

4. correspondence mappings (bijections): using the algorithm A2, the
computed set of generalizations is an mcsg.

For simplicity, we formulate the algorithms for the case n = 2. They can
be extended for arbitrary n straightforwardly.

The main data structure in these algorithms is an anti-unification triple
(AUT) x : T1 , T2, where T1 and T2 are finite consistent sets of ground
terms. A configuration is a tuple A;S; r;α1;α2, where A is a set of AUTs
to be solved, S is a set of solved AUTs (the store), r is the generaliza-
tion computed so far, and the α’s are the current approximations of linear
generalization degrees of r for the input terms.

3.1 Anti-Unification for Unrestricted Argument Relations

Algorithm A1 uses the rules below to transform configurations into con-
figurations. Given R, λ, and the ground terms t1 and t2, we create the
initial configuration {x : {t1} , {t2}}; ∅;x; 1; 1 and apply the rules as long
as possible. Note that the rules preserve consistency of AUTs. The pro-
cess generates a finite complete tree of derivations, whose terminal nodes
have configurations with the first component empty. We will show how
from these terminal configurations one collects the result as required in the
anti-unification problem statement.

Tri: Trivial

{x : ∅ , ∅} ⊎A; S; r; α1;α2 =⇒ A; S; r{x 7→ }; α1;α2.

Dec: Decomposition

{x : T1 , T2} ⊎A;S; r;α1;α2 =⇒
{yi : Qi1 , Qi2 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪A;S;
r{x 7→ h(y1, . . . , yn)};α1 ∧ β1;α2 ∧ β2,

where T1 ∪ T2 6= ∅; h is n-ary with n ≥ 0; y1, . . . , yn are fresh; and for
j = 1, 2, if Tj = {tj1, . . . , tjmj}, then

• h ∼ρ
j
k

R,γj
k

head(tjk) with γ
j
k ≥ λ for all 1 ≤ k ≤ mj and βj = γ

j
1∧· · ·∧γj

mj

(note that βj = 1 if mj = 0),

• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Qij = ∪mj

k=1{t
j
k|q | (i, q) ∈ ρ

j
k} and is (R, λ)-

consistent.
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Sol: Solving

{x : T1 , T2} ⊎A; S; r; α1;α2 =⇒ A; {x : T1 , T2} ∪ S; r; α1;α2,

if Tri and Dec rules are not applicable. (It means that at least one Ti 6= ∅
and either there is no h as it is required in the Dec rule, or at least one Qij

from Dec is not consistent.)

Mer: Merge

∅; {xi : Ti1 , Ti2 | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} ⊎ S; r;α1;α2 =⇒
∅; {y : Q1 , Q2} ∪ S; rσ;α1;α2,

where for j = 1, 2,

• Qj =
⋂

t∈Tj
rpcR,λ(t) 6= ∅, where Tj = ∪k

i=1Tij ,

• y is fresh and σ = {xi 7→ y | 1 ≤ i ≤ k},

• for each x′ : T ′
1 , T ′

2 ∈ S there exist 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that R(t′, t) < λ

for some t′ ∈ T ′
j and t ∈ Tij .

To a store S = {y1 : Q11 , Q12, . . . , yn : Qn1 , Qn2} we associate two
sets of substitutions ΣL(S) and ΣR(S), defined as follows: σ ∈ ΣL(S) (resp.
σ ∈ ΣR(S)) iff dom(σ) = {y1, . . . , yn} and yiσ ∈ Qi1 (resp. yiσ ∈ Qi2) for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

From each terminal configuration C = ∅;S; r;α1;α2, we construct the
set S(C) := {(r, σ1, σ2,α1,α2) | σ1 ∈ ΣL(S), σ2 ∈ ΣR(S)}. Given an anti-
unification problem R, λ, t1 and t2, the answer computed by Algorithm A1 is
the set S := ∪m

i=1S(Ci), where C1, . . . , Cm are all of the final configurations
reached by A1 for R, λ, t1, and t2.

Example 3. Assume a, b, c and d are constants with b ∼∅
R,0.5 c, c ∼∅

R,0.6 d,
and f , g and h are respectively binary, ternary and quaternary function

symbols with h ∼{(1,1),(3,2),(4,2)}
R,0.7 f and h ∼{(1,1),(3,3)}

R,0.8 g. For the proxim-
ity relation R given in this way and λ = 0.5, Algorithm A1 performs the
following steps to anti-unify f(a, b) and g(a, c, d):

{x : {f(a, b)} , {g(a, c, d)}}; ∅;x; 1; 1 =⇒Dec

{x1 : {a} , {a}, x2 : ∅ , ∅, x3 : {b} , {d},
x4 : {b} , ∅}; ∅;h(x1, x2, x3, x4); 0.7; 0.8 =⇒Dec

{x2 : ∅ , ∅, x3 : {b} , {d}, x4 : {b} , ∅};
∅;h(a, x2, x3, x4); 0.7; 0.8 =⇒Tri

{x3 : {b} , {d}, x4 : {b} , ∅};
∅;h(a, , x3, x4); 0.7; 0.8 =⇒Dec

{x4 : {b} , ∅}; ∅;h(a, , c, x4); 0.5; 0.6.
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Here Dec applies in two different ways, with the substitutions {x4 7→ b} and
{x4 7→ c}, leading to two final configurations:

∅; ∅;h(a, , c, b); 0.5; 0.6, ∅; ∅;h(a, , c, c); 0.5; 0.6.

If we had h ∼{(1,1),(1,2),(4,2)}
R,0.7 f , then the algorithm would perform only

the Sol step, because in the attempt to apply Dec to the initial configuration,
the set Q11 = {a, b} is inconsistent: rpcR,λ(a) = {a}, rpcR,λ(b) = {b, c},
and, hence, rpcR,λ(a) ∩ rpcR,λ(b) = ∅.

Example 4. Assume a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2 are constants and f, g, h are ternary
function symbols. Let λ = 0.4 and the proximity relation R be defined by

a1 ∼∅
R,0.5 b1, b1 ∼∅

R,0.5 c1, a2 ∼∅
R,0.6 b2, b2 ∼∅

R,0.6 c2, h ∼{(1,1),(1,2),(2,2),(3,3)}
R,0.7 f

and h ∼{(1,1),(2,2),(3,2),(3,3)}
R,0.8 g. Then Algorithm A1 performs the following

steps to anti-unify f(a1, b1, c1) and g(a2, b2, c2):

{x : {f(a1, b1, c1)} , {g(a2, b2, c2)}}; ∅;x; 1; 1 =⇒Dec

{x1 : {a1, b1} , {a2}, x2 : {b1} , {b2},
x3 : {c1} , {b2, c2}}; ∅;h(x1, x2, x3); 0.7; 0.8 =⇒3

Sol

∅; {x1 : {a1, b1} , {a2}, x2 : {b1} , {b2},
x3 : {c1} , {b2, c2}};h(x1, x2, x3); 0.7; 0.8.

From here we can continue either by merging x1 and x2, or by merging x2
and x3. At the end, we get two final configurations:

∅; {x1 : {a1, b1} , {a2, b2}, x3 : {c1} , {b2, c2}};
h(x1, x1, x3); 0.7; 0.8.

∅; {x1 : {a1, b1} , {a2}, x3 : {b1, c1} , {b2, c2}};
h(x1, x3, x3); 0.7; 0.8.

Taking two substitutions from the first of them, e.g., σ1 = {x1 7→ a1,
x3 7→ c1} and σ2 = {x1 7→ b2, x3 7→ b2}, we get:

R(h(x1, x1, x3)σ1, f(a1, b1, c1)) =

R(h(a1, a1, c1), f(a1, b1, c1)) = 0.5 ≤ 0.7, and

R(h(x1, x1, x3)σ2, g(a2, b2, c2)) =

R(h(b2, b2, b2), g(a2, b2, c2)) = 0.6 ≤ 0.8.

Theorem 2. Given R, λ, and the ground terms t1 and t2, Algorithm A1 ter-
minates for the initial configuration {x : {t1} , {t2}}; ∅;x; 1; 1 and computes
an answer set S such that

1. the set {r | (r, σ1, σ2,α1,α2) ∈ S} is an (R, λ)-mcsrg of t1 and t2,
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2. for each (r, σ1, σ2,α1,α2) ∈ S we have R(rσi, ti) ≤ αi = lgdR,λ(r, ti),
i = 1, 2.

Proof. Termination: Define the depth of an AUT x : {t1, . . . , tm} , {s1, . . . ,
sn} as the depth of the term f(g(t1, . . . , tm), h(s1, . . . , sn)). The rules Tri,
Dec, and Sol strictly reduce the multiset of depths of AUTs in the first
component of the configurations. Mer strictly reduces the number of distinct
variables in generalizations. Hence, these rules cannot be applied infinitely
often and A1 terminates.

In order to prove 1), we need to verify three properties:

• Soundness: If (r, σ1, σ2,α1,α2) ∈ S, then r is a relevant (R, λ)-genera-
lization of t1 and t2.

• Completeness: If r′ is a relevant (R, λ)-generalization of t1 and t2,
then there exists (r, σ1, σ2,α1,α2) ∈ S such that r′ - r.

• Minimality: If r and r′ belong to two tuples from S such that r 6= r′,
then neither r ≺R,λ r′ nor r′ ≺R,λ r.

Soundness: We show that each rule transforms an (R, λ)-generalization
into an (R, λ)-generalization. Since we start from a most general (R, λ)-
generalization of t1 and t2 (a fresh variable x), at the end of the algorithm
we will get an (R, λ)-generalization of t1 and t2. We also show that in this
process all irrelevant positions are abstracted by anonymous variables, to
guarantee that each computed generalization is relevant.

Dec: The computed h is (R, λ)-close to the head of each term in T1∪T2.
Qij ’s correspond to argument relations between h and those heads, and each
Qij is (R, λ)-consistent, i.e., there exists a term that is (R, λ)-close to each
term in Qij . It implies that xσ = h(y1, . . . , yn) (R, λ)-generalizes all the
terms from T1 ∪ T2. Note that at this stage, h(y1, . . . , yn) might not yet be
a relevant (R, λ)-generalization of T1 and T2: if there exists an irrelevant
position 1 ≤ i ≤ n for the (R, λ)-generalization of T1 and T2, then in the
new configuration we will have an AUT yi : ∅ , ∅.

Tri: When Dec generates y : ∅ , ∅, the Tri rule replaces y by in the
computed generalization, making it relevant.

Sol does not change generalizations.
Mer merges AUTs whose terms have nonempty intersection of rpc’s.

Hence, we can reuse the same variable in the corresponding positions in
generalizations, i.e., Mer transforms a generalization computed so far into a
less general one.

Completeness: We prove a slightly more general statement. Given two
finite consistent sets of ground terms T1 and T2, if r′ is a relevant (R, λ)-
generalization for all t1 ∈ T1 and t2 ∈ T2, then starting from {x : T1 ,
T2}; ∅;x; 1; 1, Algorithm A1 computes a (r, σ1, σ2,α1,α2) such that r′ - r.
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We may assume w.l.o.g. that r′ is a relevant (R, λ)-lgg. Due to the
transitivity of -, completeness for such an r′ will imply it for all terms more
general than r′.

We proceed by structural induction on r′. If r′ is a (named or anony-
mous) variable, the statement holds. Assume r′ = h(r′1, . . . , r

′
n), T1 =

{u1, . . . , um}, and T2 = {w1, . . . , wl}. Then h is such that h ∼ρi
R,βi

head(ui)

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and h ∼µj

R,γj
head(wj) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l. Moreover,

each r′k is a relevant (R, λ)-generalization of Qk1 = ∪m
i=1{ui|q | (k, q) ∈ ρi}

and Qk2 = ∪l
j=1{wj |q | (k, q) ∈ µj} and, hence, Qk1 and Qk2 are (R, λ)-

consistent. Therefore, we can perform a step by Dec, choosing h(y1, . . . , yk)
as the generalization term and yi : Qi1 , Qi2 as the new AUTs. By the
induction hypothesis, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n we can compute a relevant (R, λ)-
generalization ri for Qi1 and Qi2 such that r′i - ri.

If r′ is linear, then the combination of the current Dec step with the
derivations that lead to those ri’s computes a tuple (r, . . .) ∈ S, where r =
h(r1, . . . , rn) and, hence, r′ - r.

If r′ is non-linear, assume w.l.o.g. that all occurrences of a shared vari-
able z appear as the direct arguments of h: z = r′k1 = · · · = r′kp for

1 ≤ k1 < · · · < kp ≤ n. Since r′ is an lgg, Qki1 and Qki2 cannot be
generalized by a non-variable term, thus, Tri and Dec are not applicable.
Therefore, the AUTs yi : Qki1 , Qki2 would be transformed by Sol. Since
all pairs Qki1 and Qki2, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, are generalized by the same variable,
we have ∩t∈QjrpcR,λ(t) 6= ∅, where Qj = ∪p

i=1Qkij , j = 1, 2. Addition-
ally, r′k1 , . . . , r

′
kp

are all occurrences of z in r′. Hence, the condition of
Mer is satisfied and we can extend our derivation with this rule, obtain-
ing r = h(r1, . . . , rn) with z = rk1 = · · · = rkp , implying r′ - r.

Minimality: Alternative generalizations are obtained by branching in
Dec or Mer. If the current generalization r is transformed by Dec into two
generalizations r1 and r2 on two branches, then r1 = h1(y1, . . . , ym) and
r2 = h2(z1, . . . , zn) for some h’s, and fresh y’s and z’s. It may happen
that r1 -R,λ r2 or vice versa (if h1 and h2 are (R, λ)-close to each other),
but neither r1 ≺R,λ r2 nor r2 ≺R,λ r1 holds. Hence, the set of generaliza-
tions computed before applying Mer is minimal. Mer groups AUTs together
maximally, and different groupings are not comparable. Therefore, vari-
ables in generalizations are merged so that distinct generalizations are not
≺R,λ-comparable. Hence, 1) is proven.

As for 2), for i = 1, 2, from the construction in Dec follows R(rσi, ti) ≤
αi. Mer does not change αi, thus, αi = lgdR,λ(r, ti) also holds: αi remains
the approximation degree of a linear generalization obtained before Mer.
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3.2 Anti-Unification with Correspondence Argument Rela-
tions

Correspondence relations make sure that for a pair of proximal symbols,
no argument is irrelevant for proximity. Left- and right-totality of those
relations guarantee that each argument of a term is close to at least one
argument of its proximal term. Consequently, in the Dec rule of A1, the
sets Qij never get empty. Therefore, the Tri rule becomes obsolete and no
anonymous variable appears in generalizations. As a result, the (R, λ)-mcsrg
and the (R, λ)-mcsg coincide, and the algorithm computes a solution from
which we get an (R, λ)-mcsg for the given anti-unification problem.

3.3 Anti-Unification with Argument Mappings

When the argument relations are mappings, we are able to design a more
constructive method for computing generalizations and their degree bounds.
The configurations stay the same as in Algorithm A1, but the AUTs in A
will contain only empty or singleton sets of terms. In the store, we may
still get (after Mer) AUTs with term sets containing more than one element.
Only the Dec rule differs in A2:

Dec: Decomposition

{x : T1 , T2} ⊎A;S; r;α1;α2 =⇒
{yi : Qi1 , Qi2 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪A;S;
r{x 7→ h(y1, . . . , yn)};α1 ∧ β1;α2 ∧ β2,

where T1 ∪ T2 6= ∅; h is n-ary with n ≥ 0; y1, . . . , yn are fresh; for j = 1, 2
and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

• if Tj = {tj}, then h ∼πj

R,βj
head(tj), Qij = {tj |πj(i)},

• if Tj = ∅, then βj = 1 and Qij = ∅.

This Dec rule is equivalent to the special case of Dec in A1 for mj ≤ 1.
The new Qij ’s contain at most one element (due to mappings) and, thus,
are always (R, λ)-consistent. Various choices of h in Dec and alternatives in
grouping AUTs in Mer cause branching in the same way as in A1. It is easy
to see that the counterpart of Theorem 2 holds for A2 as well.

A special case of this fragment of anti-unification is anti-unification for
similarity relations in full fuzzy signatures from [1]. Similarity relations
are min-transitive proximity relations. The position mappings in [1] can be
modeled by our argument mappings, requiring them to be total for symbols
of the smaller arity.
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3.4 Anti-Unification with Correspondence Argument Map-
pings

Correspondence argument mappings are bijections between arguments of
function symbols of the same arity. For such mappings, if h ≃π

R,λ f and h
is n-ary, then f is also n-ary and π is a permutation of (1, . . . , n). Hence,
A2 combines in this case the properties of A1 for correspondence relations
(Section 3.2) and of A2 for argument mappings (Section 3.3): all generaliza-
tions are relevant, computed answer gives an mcsg of the input terms, and
the algorithm works with term sets of the cardinality at most 1.

4 Discussion and conclusion

The diagram below illustrates the connections between different anti-unifi-
cation problems based on argument relations:

unrestricted relations

unrestricted mappings

correspondence relations

correspondence mappings

The arrows indicate the direction from more general problems to more
specific ones. For the unrestricted cases (left column) we compute mcsrg’s.
For correspondence relations and mappings (right column), mcsg’s are com-
puted. (In fact, for them, the notions of mcsrg and mcsg coincide). The
algorithms for relations (upper row) are more involved than those for map-
pings (lower row): Those for relations deal with AUTs containing arbitrary
sets of terms, while for mappings, those sets have cardinality at most one,
thus simplifying the conditions in the rules. Moreover, the two cases in the
lower row generalize the existing anti-unification problems:

• the unrestricted mappings case generalizes the problem from [1] by
extending similarity to proximity and relaxing the smaller-side-totality
restriction for mappings;

• the correspondence mappings case generalizes the problem from [7] by
allowing permutations between arguments of proximal function sym-
bols.

All our algorithms can be easily turned into anti-unification algorithms
for crisp tolerance relations by taking lambda-cuts and ignoring the com-
putation of the approximation degrees. Besides, they are modular and can
be used to compute only linear generalizations by just skipping the merging
rule.
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